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Introduction
n Cultural stereotypes are 

historically determined and 
change very slowly 
q “It is harder to crack prejudice than 

an atom.” (Einstein) 

n Grain of truth? Hard to 
differentiate between biases 
and fundamentals!

n This paper: Cultural 
stereotypes lead us to trust or 
distrust in other nations, 
ethnicities, etc.
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Introduction

n Cultural closeness is crucial for financial markets but is it
because of higher trust or better information?
q Historical example: a concentration of commercial and financial transactions

among individuals with a common cultural background (see e.g. Greif 1989,
1991)

q Modern investors underweighting culturally distant foreign markets
(Anderson et al. 2011);

q and overweighting firms whose CEOs are of a common cultural background
(Grinblatt and Keloharju 2001)
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Introduction

n In this paper: Does “cultural trust” matter for financial institutions?
q Focus on an ideal laboratory: bank exposures of sovereign debt in Europe

n Supranational supervision of banks & homogenous regulatory treatment of gov’t bonds
q Cultural trust measure from Eurobarometer surveys (Guiso et al., 2009)

n How much each country’s people “trust” in people from another country
q Merge with a unique bi-annual dataset collected from EBA and CEBS between

2010 and 2021.
n More detailed than ECB supervisory confidential data

q Construct a bank-level trust measure by leveraging bank branch networks
n A full mapping of bank branches across Europe for each bank from SNL Financial

q Identification: compare banks headquartered in the same country at the same
point in time and with regards to their exposures towards the same target
country/sovereign
n Going from country-level to bank-level evidence with a micro-foundation for why culture

is heterogenous across (multinational) banks
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Literature
n Bilateral trust in international econ and finance:

q A higher level of trust at the country level has a positive impact on levels of
economic exchange such as trade, portfolio investment and foreign direct
investment (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2009).

q Greater trust leads to more decentralisation of multinational firms (Bloom, Sadun
and Van Reenen, 2012).

q International investment decisions of venture firms are influenced by bilateral trust
(Bottazzi, Da Rin and Hellmann, 2016).

q Equity analysts’ stock recommendations are biased in favour of firms in foreign
countries more trusted by the analysts’ home country (Pursiainen, 2022)

n Cultural attitudes and investment biases:
q Common cultural heritage (language or CEO background) matters for investors’

stock portfolios (Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001).
q U.S. banks whose CEOs immigrated from countries with high average levels of

trust charge lower syndicated loan rates (Hagendorff, Lim and Nguyen, 2022).

n Determinants of banks’ sovereign exposures:
q Mostly to explain why banks’ home bias in gov’t exposures increases during

crises (Broner, Martin and Ventura, 2010; Saka, 2020; Crosignani, 2021)
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Identification strategy (country-level)
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Identification strategy (mechanisms)
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Identification strategy (bank-level)
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Minimizing information channel:
• excluding home-country exposures;
• excluding host-country exposures;
• indirect relationships between banks and target
countries (via host countries)



Data
n Eurobarometer:

q Latest trust question in 1996.
q “I would like to ask you a question about how much trust you have in people from

various countries. For each, please tell me whether you have a lot of trust, some
trust, not very much trust, or no trust at all”

q Country-level bilateral trust: Percentage of people in home country who
express “a lot of trust” towards people in target country (Pursiainen, 2022)
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Data
n European Banking Authority (EBA) and CEBS:

q Stress-tests, capital exercises, transparency exercises between 2010-2021.
q Consolidated bank-level exposures to up to 200 sovereigns (restricted to 30

European sovereigns)
q Banks manually traced over time due to mergers, closures, name changes, etc.
q Result: 199 banks located in 27 European countries across 22 points in time (11

years) with exposures to 30 European gov’ts
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Data (cont’d)
n Other datasets and summary statistics:
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Empirical setting (country-level) 

Country-level trust bias is proxied by ℨ in:

Country-level Bilateral Trusthc = ⍺1⍬h + ⍺2⍬c + ℨhc

n SoxExpbhct = β1Country-level trust biashc

+ β2Xhc + β3Ωbt + β4µct + εbhct

where SoxExp is a dummy variable equal to 1 if bank b headquartered 
in country h has any exposure to target country c at time point t.
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Main results (country-level)
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Country-level trust matters but is confounded by other factors.



Empirical setting (mechanism) 

n Nationality at HQbhc = β1BankBranchesbc

+ β2Ωb + β3µc + β4⍴hc + εbhc

where Nationality at HQ is a dummy equal to 1 if bank b
headquartered in country h has a current (or former) high-level 
manager employed in its headquarters with nationality from target 
country c.
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Main results (mechanism)
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Bank branch networks predict the nationality of the high-level managerial teams at HQs.



Empirical setting (bank-level) 

Bank-level trust bias is:

Bank-level Trust Bias b, c = ∑!"#$ Weight%,! 𝑥 CountryLevel Trust Bias!,'

n SoxExpbhct = β1Bank-level trust biasbc

+ β2BankBranchesbc + β3Ωbt

+ β4µct + β5⍴hct + εbhct
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Main results (bank-level)
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Economic magnitude: One standard deviation rise in bank-level trust bias increases the probability 
of investing in a target country by 14 per cent (compared to unconditional probability of %58)



Main results (persistency)
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Main results (persistency)
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Add. results (foreign targets)
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Add. results (foreign + no branches)
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Add. results (indirect linkages)
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Add. results (IV)
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Add. results (Eurozone only)
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Add. results (GIIPS excluded)
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Add. results (SSM banks)
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Add. results (heterogeneity)
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Add. results (role of crises)
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Work in progress (persistency & ext. validity)
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• A new online survey (via Respondi) across 30 European countries
• Correlation with existing survey: ~ 0.75



Conclusions
n We aim to extend the econ/finance literature on cultural 

stereotypes by proposing a tighter identification strategy 
(from country to bank-level).

n Our results imply an economically substantial effect of 
cultural trust on European banks’ cross-country 
investments.
q Likely to be inefficient for sovereign debt markets

n Diversity is key! 
q Positive and negative stereotypes balance each other in diverse 

managerial groups 
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